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In 1957, the Texas Transportation Institute initiated a re
search project which dealt with the effect of highway safety 
illumination on traffic operations at typical intersections and the 
effect of illumination on signs. The project was originally spon
sored by the Texas Highway Department as RP-11. It was con
tinued during 1958-59 as a part of HPS-1(18), and in 1959-60 as 
a part of HPS-1(21)A under joint sponsorship by the Texas High
way Department and the Bureau of Public Roads. From 1960 
to 1964 when the project terminated, it was designated as Re
search Project 2-8-57-5, "Intersection Illumination." 

The various phases of this research are covered in detail 
in seven interim reports and an unpublished paper. They are 
listed as follows: 

Research Report 5-1, "Roadside Sign Legibility and Road
way Illumination." 

Research ,,Report 5-2, "Lighting Studies of the Texas City 
Wye. 

Research Report 5-3, "Rural Intersection Illumination and 
Driver Tension Response." 

Research Report 5-4, "Overhead Signing and Traffic Opera
tions." 

Research Report 5-5, "Unpublished paper-Roadside Sign 
Studies-II." 

Research Report 5-6, "Driver Tension Responses and Inter
section Illumination." 

Research Report 5-7, "Traffic Operations-Illumination Stud
ies." 

Research Report 5-8, "Overhead Sign-Illumination Rela
tionships." 

In the comprehensive investigation of intersection illumina
tion, a typical rural Y-type highway intersection, the Texas City 
Wye, was selected for extensive study. Four (4) different illumi
nation systems were designed for the intersection to facilitate a 
relative comparison on the basis of lighting characteristics and 
their effects on traffic operations. These four systems are re
ferred to as "continuous," "intermediate," "minimum," and 
"point," listed by brief descriptive titles in the reverse order of 
the relative amount of light output. The continuous, intermedi
ate, and minimum systems were intended to accomplish a com-



mon objective, that is, to illuminate the entire intersection area. 
Luminaires comprising these systems were installed at 30- and 
45-foot mounting heights. Different longitudinal spacing be
tween lighting units produced different illumination patterns 
and differences in total illumination on the roadway, thus con
stituting the continuous, intermediate, and minimum systems. 
The point illumination system was based on the concept that 
only the conflict points or points requiring a decision should be 
illuminated. 

A fifth illumination system was subsequently installed at the 
Texas City Wye. This installation was based on the recom
mendations of D M. Finch who had made studies of the other 
systems at the test site. Principally, the system recommended 
by Finch was a continuous system with transitional lighting. 

In a comparative study of the various illumination systems, 
extensive photometric data were obtained includinq horizontal 
and vertical illumination, brightness, visibility, and glare. The 
photometric data were analyzed and used in conjunction with 
a subjective evaluation of the various systems to demonstrate a 
number of significant lighting design features. These design 
features are as follows: 

1. The complete brightness pattern of the roadway and 
adjacent area is the all-inclusive concept to keep in mind for 
design purposes. 

2. The brightness pattern must include elements for orienta
tion and guidance as well as provide the necessary contrast for 
form perception and detail visibility. 

3. For a distance of 400 to 500 feet ahead, the complete 
roadway scene should be tied together visually by a meaning
ful array of continuous lines, areas, and shapes, all with ade
quate contrast well above threshold levels. 

4. In the area between the entrance and exit regions of the 
intersection, objects on or above the roadway should be visible. 

5. Extraneous brightnesses in the field of view, such as the 
overhead lights should be reduced as much as possible to pro
vide relief from discomfort glare. 

6. The brightest area in the field of view should be along 
the line of sight at the roadway level. All entrance and exit 
directions to the intersection should decrease in brightness away 
from the central area. 

7. The brightness levels within and on the approaches to 
the intersection should be adjusted in accordance with the driv
er's adaptation level determined by the roadway brightness and 
should be two to three times the brightness of the adjacent areas. 

Each of the lighting systems were examined and compared 
on the basis of the above generalized statements. Finch con-



eluded that the 30-foot continuous system was generally sui:;erior 
to others except that it presented the most severe condition of 
glare. The 45-foot intermediate system was better than the 30-
foot continuous system insofar was concerned. It also 
had more uniform pavement distribution and better 
brightness transitions, but the did not extend 
far enough ahead of tho intersection. other vrnre 
generally inadequate. 

On the basis of these Finch recommended the, addi-
tion of transitional zone lov1er 
with the continuous lightinq system Also, some of 
worn to be increased to 45-foot mounting 
uniformity of brightness. It wos further recommended that all 
luminaires be shielded 1o cul. o[[ the main beam at approximate
ly 3.5 times tho mountincJ heiqht alonq the roodwoy. In addi
tion to the chan9es in the lightinc, system, it vtos further recom
mended that reflex reflector delineotors be instolled on 
the center lines and that delineotors be in::;tolled on thP curbs 
around the divider islands. 

Traffic Operations at the Texas City Wye 

In 1960 and 1961 and again in 1 studiGs 'ilere conduc!ed 
at the Texas City Wye to investigate the ef[ects of vo:rious con
ditions of illumination on the chorocterislics of traffic operation. 
Methods employed in those studies included motion picture 
techniques developed in a pilot study at a similar intersection in 
Austin, Texas. In oddition, a method of cletermininq vehide 
spoGds in several sections on each opprood1 to the intersection 
was developed ond used. This method consisted of roadtubcs 
and pneumatic switches pbced at strateqic j:.'.oints on Hw crp
prooches, and interconnectinq H1em with an event recorder. 
Travel times were meosured cmd speeds ,;rere computed !or 
each vehicle. 

Although a considerable omount of data 'iias obtained us
ing both study techniques it was later found !hot much of the 
data wos not sufficiently accurate or particulcrrly applicable to 
a comparison of the vorious conditions o[ illumination The 
speed dater were judqed to be of qreotest reli0bilitv cmd there-
fore constituted the main basis for comparison. , 

Principally, these studies wore desnned to invesfr_:rate the 
effects of the different illumination conditions on drivGr 1=er£onn
ance. It wos assumed that driver performance vrnuld be reflect
ed by chanqes in tho speed of the vehic:le, and the voriabilitv of 
speed in individual vehic:les within the troffic strecun To [a~ili
tate this comparison, it \'V'OS considered necessar7 to vary certain 
charocteristics of the intersection which ore dei:m1dent upon 
illumination for driver quidonce. Since is the bo:sic 
means of directinc~, directional sic,nina ot 
selected as the variable. Three ditforont types of vrith 
voriations in letter size and letter type were used in corn-



parison. The results of these studies showed that there was no 
practical or statistically significant difference in observed speeds 
regardless of the type of sign used. Differences in average 
speeds for all the data were no more than 5 miles per hour. 
Daytime studies for all of the signs showed a variation in aver
age speed of less than 2 mph. 

When the transitional illumination system recommended by 
Finch was compared to the 30-foot continuous and the minimum 
lighting systems, there was some indication that smoother opera
tion was observed for the continuous and the transitional light
ing systems. Although the difference was small, these two sys
tems did show some improvement over the minimum system. 

Even with an elaborate measuring system it was not possi
ble in this research to detect significant reactions of drivers on 
the highway to a wide range of illumination conditions. In other 
words, the benefits of illumination are not necessarily reflected 
in the characteristics of traffic operation. 

It is believed that any new research on the problem of night 
visibility reaction should employ devices which deal directly 
with the driver such as the acceleration noise meter and the 
qalvanic skin response. Use of such equipment appears to offer 
the only analytical hope at the present time of evaluating illumi
nation by means of driver reaction. 

Human Response to Lighting Conditions 
Using the galvanic skin response (GSR) technique of psy

chologists, experiments were conducted to determine the extent 
of driver tension on the approaches to the Texas City Wye inter
section at night under lighted and unlighted conditions. The 
general purpose of this work was to further explore and evaluate 
the possibility of using the GSR to measure the effect of illumi
nation on driver comfort. The experimentation was designed 
primarily to facilitate a comparison of driver tension responses 
as related to conditions of continuous illumination, point illumi
nation, and no illumination. 

The GSR instrument, which measures the galvanic skin 
response in units of the logarithm of conductance (the reciprocal 
of resistance), was used to measure tension responses of ten 
male driver subjects as they drove a vehicle through the test 
intersection under the various conditions of illumination. 

The results of this study indicated that the GSR can be used 
by trained engineering personnel with selected driver subjects 
to produce consistent results. The GSR revealed differences be
tween the conditions of illumination, producing only 80 /o as 
many tension responses under illuminated conditions as when a 
test intersection was not lighted. Both the number of responses 
and the total magnitude of responses as measuring variables for 
each test showed progressive reduction when darkness was 
changed to point illumination and then to continuous illumina-



tion at the intersection. This effect was similar for tlw different 
drivers tested. 

The roadway geometry seemed to have some effect on 
tension responses. Greater tension responses vtere observed on 
the more difficult and complex paths through the intersection. 
Shorter turning radii caused greoter response them smooth flov{
ing turns. Also, it is believed thot possing under the individuol 
luminoires produced a response due to the repeoted trips 
through the intersection while it was illuminated. Ho 0Never, the 
drivers returned to their original tenseness when ill um in at ion 
was eliminated. 

Approisal of the findings indicotes that the GSR con be used 
to obtain a quantitotive measure of driver comfort at intersec
tions at night, ond worrants further study. 

Scale Model Studies of Illumination 
A scale modd (l" -- 5 of 

section was constructed to 
nation of intersections in 
research was approximately 

the Texas City Wye inter
mecms of studyinq illumi

using selected materials to simuk1te 
characteristics of the intersection area in 

units, modeled after conventional 
designed and constructed to model 
miniaturized light meter was to 
ties provided by the model 
could be mounted at 30- or 
and could be moved about on the model 
Also, an experimental tower 70 feet 

The model for this 
constructed 

A 

structed to investigate the characteristics of a single, large 
light source as opposed to numerous low mounted conventional 
units as a potential for intersection lighting. 

Methods were devised in order that observers could view 
the "highway" through the windshield of a model automobile 
as the automobile was pushed along the roadway. 

A number of studies relative to sign placement with the 
respect to light sources, variations of light sources, and rela
tionships between luminaire placement and sign placement were 
made on the model intersection. Also, observers were called in 
at different times and asked to place the model luminaires at 
those locations and in those positions which they felt would effect 
significant illumination variations. In fact, several of the lighting 
systems used in studies at the actual intersection were devel
oped or evaluated using the model. 

The model intersection proved itself as a study tool in com
parison of data of a full-scale experimental system of lighting 
constructed at the site of the Texas City Wye intersection. Re
searchers felt that with practice models could be economically 
built for intersections studies. 



SIGN LEGIBILITY AND ILLUMINATION 

Sun Shadow Effects on Signs 

The shadows of overhanging proJeclions reduce t11e legibili
ty of highway signs on sunny days, and thus, frequently cause 
indecision and misinterpretation with operators of vehicles under 
the stress of speed and traffic. Since there are certain dailv 
and seasonal regularities in the sun's movement ocross the sky 
for a given locolity, shadov,s from a projection con readily b~ 
predicted. The factors o[ latitude, lime, and sun's directional 
transit and angular position with the earth can be correlated to 
make this possible. It stands to reason, therefore, that a proce
dure for calculating shadow patterns to be encountered for a 
projection from a sign could be establisl1cd and ',\-ould serve to 
oid designers of signing !or liighways 

Because the usual projection over a highway sign is the 
illumination system, research to simplify prediction of shadow 
patterns has dealt with it. The work centered on determining 
the limitinq conditions for minimization of sun shado,,vs. Results 
of the experimentation ore two-fold: first, an analyticol expres
sion was developed which defines trie r,ottern produced by an 
overhanging illumination system; and second, ths analytical 
expression has been programmed for processing by a digital 
computer. 

The analytical procedure used in this research furnished 
specific information concerning sun slmdows on With 
this basic information the opportunities for desicmino sign il
luminating systems so as to minimize sun shadow interferences 
were limited only by the required illumination intensity (size of 
unit), structural requirements, economic feasibility, and the de
sign engineer's ingenuity. 

In summary, well-known, predictoble, and widelv used sun
time relations have been adopted to develop a c01~1puter pro
gram which will produce values which make extremely simple 
calculations for sun shadow patterns possible. The computer 
program will furnish precise data for any latitude and any sign 
surface orientation. The r2sults of this study are crcmeral but 
may be easily extended lo embrace vorim,s desic:rr1 pc.trameters. 
In addition, statistical dolo concernin,:r cloud cover and other 
climatological data may be readily incorporated into the input 
data program. It is apparent that sun shadows on highway 
signs cannot be entirely eliminated. It is possible, however, to 
minimize the effect of these shadows or to put the shadows to 
USC. 

Overhead Sign-Illumination Relationships. 

A comprehensive controlled study was conducted to deter
mine legibility distances of overhead signs under various condi
tions of ill urn ination. Overhead siqns 'Nith severed types of 
commonly used background materials vVPrc used in combination 



with severol types of reflectorized letters for this study. Also, 
an internally illuminated overhead sign was included to facili
tate a direct comparison with externally illuminated and reflec-
torized signs. · 

The purpose of this investigation was to examine the rela
tionships between the legibility of overhead signs and the bright
ness configurations which can result when various vehicle, sign, 
and roadway lighting conditions exist for a number of commonly 
used high-type sign materials. The specific variables in lighting 
included: (I) the longitudinal positioning of one and two lumi
naires with respect to the sign, (2) two different types of fixtures 
for external sign illumination and one condition of internal illumi
nation, (3) the two-headlamp and four-headlamp automobile 
lighting system, and (4) high-beam and low-beam oper:ation. 

Six different signs were used in these studies, each having 
different combinations of background materials and letter ma
terials. The combinations were as follows: 

1. Reflex reflector letters on porcelain enamel background. 

2. Reflex reflector letters on exposed lens reflective back
ground. 

3. "Signal" letters on reflective sheeting background. 

4. Cut-out reflective sheeting letters on reflective sheeting 
background. 

5. "Signal" letters on exposed lens reflective background. 

6. Internally illuminated sign. 

The signs were eva.luated by observers riding in slow mov
ing vehicles. The test record was the distance at which the 
legend on the sign could be read, a measure of "pure legibility." 
The study was conducted with the test vehicle moving at a speed 
of approximately 15 mph. 

In a generalized summary of the average legibility distances 
for each of the sign configurations, it was found that average 
legibility distances varied from 983 feet to 651 feet. The sign 
composed of reflex reflector letters on a porcelain enamel back
ground was at the top of this range while the internally illumi
nated sign was at the bottom of the range. 

The results of this research indicate that, under rural condi
tions it is possible to use several methods of improving the legi
bility of overhead signs that are not internally illuminated. It 
was found that the legibility distance of various high-type sign
ing materials under generally dark surrounding conditions var
ied as much as 20 percent as the externa1 illumination of the 
sign was varied. Sign fixtures, high-beam operation and road
way luminaires in front of the sign will each make a contribu
tion. The effects are not additive and the use of any one of the 
above makes the need for the other two less apparent. Also, it 
is apparent that differences in illumination result in meaningful 



differences in legibility and that this should be taken into ac
count in design. This is an individual problem and very difficult 
to standardize. From a legibility point of view it is concluded 
that satisfactory legibility can be achieved under many condi
tions without the use of overhead sign lighting fixtures. 

Legibility of Roadside Signs 
Studies were conducted to determine the effect on night

time sign visibility of the placement of roadside signs in relation 
to luminaires. Two types of signs were mounted at various lo
cations in relation to one 400-watt mercury vapor luminaire 
mounted 30 feet above the pavement edge. In the first phase 
of this research, a Texas Highway Department Standard desti
nation sign with 7-inch black letters on a I' x 7' white reflec
torized background was used. In these tests, ten observer sub
jects were used to determine recognition and legibility distances 
for the sign located in various longitudinal positions of 2-, 14-, 
and 26-foot distances from the edge of the pavement over which 
the luminaire was installed. Tests were conducted with the test 
vehicle displaying both low- and high-beam headlamps and 
with and without an opposing vehicle located 300 feet behind 
the sign and in the adjacent opposite lane. 

From these tests it was concluded that real and substantial 
improvements in night sign legibility will result when roadside 
sign location and luminaire location are coordinated at the de
sign stage. Signs should be placed from 25 to 75 feet beyond 
the luminaire for maximum legibility. The lateral location of 
signs is not as critical as the longitudinal positions, but the opti
mum placement is approximately 10 feet to the right of the 
luminaire. 

The second phase of the research was conducted to compare 
the above results with a sign composed of 8-inch reflex reflector 
letters on a black background. Because the effect of opposing 
headlights was negligible in the first phase, this variable was 
not included in this study. All other conditions of the tests were 
the same in both studies. 

Analysis of the data showed that the longitudinal effect, 
which was so apparent in the previous study, was quite irregu
lar and of no significance in this study. Bright headlights gave 
no better results than did low-beams. The lateral positioning 
effect, although net significant showed the same pattern as found 
in the first phase. 

The results of this study and the previous study indicate 
that the effect of roadway illumination on roadside sign position 
varies with the type of reflective materials used in sign construc
tion. The reflex reflector letters on a black background were 
just as easily read with low-beam headlights as they were with 
bright headlights, and the sign location was not important, while 
the standard material was sensitive to both of these character
istics: 
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